Thank you for your recent purchase of a Slick Rock Concrete, Table Top RidgeLine Firebowl!! We hope that you enjoy
your purchase for years to come.
Instructions for Use:
1. Remove the bowl from the packaging.
2. Locate the 3 included felt pads, remove the paper backer and stick the felt pads in a triangular patter to the bottom
of the Firebowl using the self stick adhesive.
3. Open the padded fire glass packaging and sprinkle the glass around the perimeter of the bowl. Although fire glass is
made from safety glass, please still use caution to not cut yourself. Always keep glass away from children.
4. Your Slick Rock Table Top RidgeLine Firebowl is designed for use with several gel fuel / chafing fuel options. The
Table Top RidgeLine Firebowl will ship including either (2) 6 oz cans of gel fuel, or (1) 13 oz can of gel fuel.
When using 6 oz cans - Place one can atop the other and set inside the concrete depression in the middle of the bowl.
Remove the cover from the top can and light. To extinguish snuff the flame with the lid. When the first can is depleted
with fuel. Wait until the cans have cooled to the touch. Remove both cans. Place the empty can at the bottom of the
concrete depression. Place the full can atop the empty can. Remove the lid of the full can and light. To extinguish snuff
the flame with the lid. * 6 oz cans are ready available for new cans at most home good stores, or big box retails such as
Walmart.
Optional - For a larger flame you may elect to use a can opener to remove the entire top of the can (similar to opening a
can of beans). Doing this will increase the flame height and overall size of the flame. It will also reduce the burn time of
the can. To extinguish us a flat non flammable surface to snuff the flame.
When using 13 oz cans - Place the single 13oz can into the concrete depression in the middle of the bowl.
Whenever using either can type of gel fuel, always defer to the gel fuel canister manufacture instructions.
5. Only clean you concrete bowl with non toxic, non acidic cleaners. A neutral or low pH cleaner is recommended.
6. If you experience a chip, small non structural crack or scuff that removes the finish please contact
www.slickrockconcrete.com for a repair kit.
Slick Rock Concrete is not liable for any and all misuse, harm or death from any individual or damage of property when
using it’s concrete product or the 3rd party products such as but not limited to the gel fuel and fireglass that are included
in the packaging. Please keep fuel, flame, glass and concrete away from children and/or anyone who requires
supervision. Keep flame away from any flammable objects. Keep flame away from walls, hangings, other fuel sources or
any other combustible items. Do not use any other fuel source other than gel fuel.

